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Abstract 
Rich, CA. and G. Slutzki, The complexity of optimizing finite-state transducers, Theoretical 
Computer Science 129 (1994) 323-336. 
An optimizing finite-state transducer is a nondeterministic finite-state transducer in which states are 
either maximizing or minimizing. In a given state, the optimal output is the maximum or minimum 
_ over all possible transitions - of the transition output concatenated with the optimal output of 
the resulting state. The ranges of optimizing finite-state transducers form a class in NL which 
includes a hierarchy based on the number of alternations of maximizing and minimizing states in 
a computation. 
1. Introduction 
An optimizing finite-state transducer (OFT) is a nondeterministic finite-state trans- 
ducer with final states, in which states are either maximizing or minimizing. In 
a maximizing (minimizing) state, the optimal output is the maximum (minimum) 
_ over all transitions on the current input symbol - of the transition output concat- 
enated with the optimal output of the resulting state. The input is consumed from left 
to right, one symbol per transition. 
The optimizing finite-state transducer represents a marriage of existing finite-state 
automata generalizations. The notion of finite-state automata as transducers first 
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appeared in Ginsburg [2], where they are called generalized sequential machines 
(GSMs). Chandra et al. [l] introduced alternation in finite-state automata as accep- 
tors, wherein states are either existential or universal. In an existential (universal) 
state, an alternating finite automaton accepts if some (every) transition results in 
a state in which the remaining input is accepted. 
We combine the notions of transduction and alternation to obtain the OFT; 
however, the idea is not entirely new. The OFT model is a finite-state version of the 
metric Turing machine of Krentel [6], which adds optimization to the states of 
a polynomially time-bounded nondeterministic Turing transducer. The optimal out- 
put function that we define was motivated by his OptP functions. There is also an 
obvious analogy between OFTs and alternating finite automata. The maximizing 
(minimizing) states in OFTs correspond to existential (universal) states in the alternat- 
ing finite automata. An OFT which computes the characteristic function of the 
language accepted by an alternating finite automaton can be constructed in a straight- 
forward way, exploiting the fact that “max (min),’ and “or (and)” agree over the 
domain {0, 11. 
The introduction of transduction or alternation in finite-state automata fails to add 
any additional power in the following sense: Ginsburg and Greibach [3] showed that 
the regular languages are closed under both deterministic and nondeterministic GSM 
mappings, in other words, the ranges of GSM mappings are regular; and Chandra 
et al. [l] showed that alternating finite automata accept exactly the regular languages. 
These results suggest the following question about optimizing finite-state transducers 
_ is the range of an OFT necessarily regular, and if not, what is an upper bound on its 
complexity? We answer this by showing that the range is not necessarily regular or 
context-free, but can be recognized by a nondeterministic logspace Turing machine. 
As Chandra et al. did for alternating Turing machines, we consider OFTs whose 
computations have a bounded number of alternations between maximizing and 
minimizing states, and show that their ranges form a hierarchy in NL based on the 
number of alternations. 
In Section 2, we give notational conventions and formally define the OFT. In 
Section 3, we algebraically characterize the optimal output function, providing a poly- 
nomially time-bounded algorithm for its computation. In Section 4, we show that the 
class of ranges of OFTs, which we denote range (OFT), is in NL and contains 
non-context-free languages. In Section 5, we present a hierarchy in NL based on the 
ranges of OFTs whose computations have a bounded number of alternations between 
maximizing and minimizing states. Finally, in Section 6, we summarize and present 
open questions about optimizing finite-state transducers. 
2. Preliminary definitions 
Let JV stand for the set of all natural numbers and let 11 S I/ denote the cardinality of 
the set S. We shall write x < y to denote that string x is lexicographically less than or 
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equal to string y. The following operations on languages are defined: 
maximum maxL={xIxEL A VyEL, ydx}, 
minimum minL={xIxEL A VyEL, x,<y}, 
length ILl=~lxllx~LI. 
Note that 11 max L II d 1, /I min L II d 1, max L is empty whenever L is empty or infinite, 
and min L is empty whenever L is empty. Since singleton languages arise frequently in 
this work (e.g. as the optimal output of optimizing finite-state transducers), we 
suppress braces and write x for (x} when no ambiguity results. 
An optimizing finite-state transducer (OFT) is a 7-tuple 
where Q is a finite set of states, Qmax E Q is a set of maximizing states (Qmin = Q - Qmax is 
the set of minimizing states), C is an ordered, finite input alphabet, A is an ordered, finite 
output alphabet, 6 is a transitionfunction from Q x C to finite subsets of Q x A*, q1 EQ is 
the initial state, and FE Q is a set of$nal states. 
Hereafter, the following notational conventions are used: p,q~Q; ~EC; a, b,cEA; 
XEC*; and w,y~d*. We write d(q, a,p) for {wl(p, w)d(q,G)}, the set of outputs of 
transitions from q to p on input 0. We also assume 1) 6(q, C, p) 1) d 1, since we can take, 
without loss of generality, max (min) 6(q, o, p) instead of 6(q, cr, p) when q is maximizing 
(minimizing). The (ab)use of 6 as different functions of two and three arguments is 
a notational convenience. In some OFT constructions, we give d(q, C, p), and observe 
here that 6(q, o) can be derived by 6(q, a) = UPEe ((p} x 6(q, 0, p)). The optimal output 
function 6”from Q x C* to finite subsets of d* is defined recursively by 
;3-(w)= 
(E} if qEF, 
4 if q$F, 
A simple induction on Ix I shows that I/ 8(q, x) /I < 1. The optimal output function 
G from C* to finite subsets of A* is defined by h;i(x)=$(q,, x). We extend hTj to 
languages L c C* by defining fi (L) = u XELj\;i(x). The functions i and their ranges 
G(C*) are our main objects of study. We refer to the class of ranges fi(C*), where 
M is an OFT with input alphabet C, as range(OFT). 
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A computation of an OFT M =(Q, Qmax, C, A, 6, ql, F) on input x=el . . . ~,EC* is 
a sequence 
PO~w1~P1~wZ>p2, . . ..Wk.Pkt 
where (1) p. is the initial state ql, (2) w,~6(p~_,,o~,p~) for 1 di<k, and (3) 
k=n V (k<nA6(pk,a,+,)=4). A computation is accepting if k=nAp,EF. The 
number of alternations of a computation is the number of alternating sequences of 
maximizing and minimizing states in the computation. For example, a computation 
consisting of only maximizing or minimizing states has 1 alternation. An OFT is 
a maxj-(minj-) OFT if its initial state is maximizing (minimizing), and every computa- 
tion has at mostj alternations. The computations of an OFT on a particular input are 
perhaps best illustrated as branches of a computation tree having the initial state as 
root. The optimal output i%?(x) can be determined by evaluating the tree “from the 
leaves up”. Leaves which are final states have optimal output E, and those which are 
nonfinal have optimal output 4. Interior states are evaluated by taking the maximum 
or minimum - over all outgoing transitions - of the transition output concatenated 
with the optimal output of the resulting state. 
3. An algebraic characterization 
The method of computing 6(x) by evaluating the computation tree can require 
time exponential in 1x1, so we present an algebraic characterization which provides 
a polynomially time-bounded algorithm for computing G(x). 
Let A, B be m x n, n x p matrices whose entries Aij, Bjk are finite languages. The 
signature of A is a function, sign: { 1, . . . , m} + (max, min}, which assigns max or min to 
each row of A. The optimizing product of A and B, denoted A* B, is the m x p matrix 
defined by 
A*B inherits the signature of A. We note here without proof that, in general, the 
optimizing product is not associative; however, if the signatures involved are exclus- 
ively max or min, then the optimizing product is associative. Hereafter, we stipulate 
that the optimizing product associates to the right. 
Now we show how the optimizing product can be used to compute 6(x). 
Let M= (Q,Qmax, C A,&q,, F) be an OFT with state set Q= {ql, . . ,qS}, and 
let x=0, . . . ar~C*. For each OEC, let e’, A”,? be the 1 xs, sxs, s x 1 matrices 
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defined by 
e’ =(e, e2 . . . e,), where ej= 
{E) if j=l, 
4 if 1 cjds, 
A”= 
A;, AT2 ... A;, 
A’$l A& ... A5S 
. . . . . . 
,A,“, AZ2 ... Azs 
3 where A~j=6(qi, 0, qj), 
) where fi = $(qi, E). 
The signatures of A” and 7 are defined by 
sign(i)= 
max if qiEQmax, 
min if qiEQ,in, 
and the signature of 7, sign;, is irrelevant and can be either max or min. 
Theorem 3.1. (Aun*Abn-’ * ... * Abl*~)i=~(qi,~n~n_l . . . al). 
Proof (by induction on n). If 1z=0, then (S)i=J =$(“(qi,s) by definition. If n>O, then 
(Ah*A”n-l * . . . *A”l*~)i=sign(i) fi A~(Aun~‘*.~.*A”‘*~)j 
j= 1 
=sign(i) 
( 
fi 6(4i,~n,qj)~((4j,~n-l ...g~) 
j=l > 
=~(qi,ano,_1 ... 61). 0 
Corollary 3.2. e’ *A”” * ... * AB1*l =&a, . . . a,). 
The algebraic characterization of Corollary 3.2 gives us an algorithm for computing 
6(x) which processes the symbols of x from right to left, producing an s-entry column 
vector after each of II optimal products. Since j a(qi, CT, .. . cl) 1 is O(n) and each optimal 
product can be computed in time O(n), the algorithm requires space O(n) in which to 
store the vector and requires time O(n’). 
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4. The class of ranges 
In this section, we apply the method of computing z(q, x) given by Theorem 3.1 to 
show that the range fi(C*) of an OFT M is in NL, hence, range(OFT)ENL. We will 
see in a subsequent section that this inclusion is proper. 
How can we decide if yeG(C*)? That is, how can we decide if there exists an XEC* 
such that G(x) = y? A first approach using Theorem 3.1 is to guess symbols or, . ,(T, 
of x from right to left, computing after each guess a column vector 5 whose first entry 
is vi =Z(qi,o, . . . a,)=ti(x): 
input y; 
z:= f’; 
while true do 
begin 
if u1 = y then accept; 
guess UEC; 
;:=A”*; 
end 
Some computations of this nondeterministic algorithm may not halt and will require 
an unbounded amount of space in which to store the entries of 5. In the following 
development, we show how to impose a space bound on the computations of this 
algorithm by replacing the entries of i? by representations with respect to the input 
y which require space O(log 1 y I). 
Let w,y=+ . . . a, be strings over some alphabet. The representation of w with 
respect to y, rep,(w), has the form lr, where 1 is a natural number and YE (gt, eq, It}, and 
is defined by 
(I YI +lkt if Iwl>lvl, 
rep,(w) = I lwlgt if IwlGl yl A(w>+ . . . aI), lwleq if Iwl~Iy/~(~=a~~~ . ..aI). IwIlt if (w(d(y(A(w~al~~I...a~). 
In most cases, a representation rep,(w) = lr contains the length 1 of w and the relation 
r between w and a suffix of y of length ( w (. Such a representation can be stored in 
binary using space O(log I y I). In practice, we may have only a representation lr of 
a string w’, and we would like to obtain a representation of ww’, so we extend the 
definition as follows: 
! 
(Iyl+lkt if Iwl+l>lyl, 
rep,(w, lr) = 
(lwl+Ogt if lwl+~~lylA(w>al,l+~...a,+~), 
(Iwl+b if IwI+~dl~l~(w=~~,~+~...~~+A 
L(lwl+W if IwI+~~~~IA(w<u~~~+,...u~+~). 
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Note that rep,(s)=Oeq and rep,(w)=rep,(w, Oeq). We extend rep, to languages and 
representations of languages by defining 
rep,(L) = frep,(w) I wgL1, 
rep,(L,R)={rep,(w, Ir)IwEL A IrER}. 
We fix an ordering of relations It < eq < gt and define an ordering of representations 
by l,r, < 12r2 iff 1r < I2 V (11 = l2 A rl CT*). Using this ordering, the operations max 
and min apply to sets of representations just as they do to languages. Since our idea 
is to replace strings by their representations with respect to a string y, we will need 
the following properties of representations, which we state here without proof; 
see [7]. 
Lemma 4.1. Let w,y=alYl . . . a, be strings over some alphabet. 
(1) w=y-rep,(w)=lyleq. 
(2) w1 < w2 * rep,(w, ) 6 rep,(w2 ). 
(3) rep,(w,w,)=rep,(wl,rep,(w,)). 
Next, we modify the optimal product to operate on matrices whose entries are 
representations of finite languages instead of finite languages. Let A be an m x n 
matrix having signature sign whose entries Aij are finite languages, B be an n x p 
matrix whose entries Bj, are representations of finite languages, and y be a string. The 
optimizing product of A and B with respect to y, denoted A* YB, is the m x p matrix 
defined by 
. 
A*YB inherits the signature of A, and we stipulate that *y associates to the right. 
Next, we show how *J’ can be used to compute rep,(h;j(x)). Let M be an OFT 
having state set Q = {ql, . . . , qs}, and let x = ~~ .. . Alec*. Let A”, f be defined as in 
Section 3, and define TY to be the s x 1 column vector 
) wheref; =rep,(fi). 
Lemma 4.2. (A”n*YAbn-l *J’... *YA”‘*YS~)i=repy(~(qi,a,a,_l ... ol)). 
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Proof (by induction on n). If n = 0, then ( sy)i = fY = rep,( f; ) = rep,(J(qi, E)) by defini- 
tion. If II > 0. then 
=sign(i) ( (_J repy(A~r(A4~-1*Y~~~*YAoL*Y~y)j) j=l ) 
=skn(i) 
( 
i, rePy(6(qi,o,,qj),rePy(6”(qj,a,-, . ..~I))) 
j=l ) 
=skn(i) 
( 
fi rePy(b(qi,an,4j)~((4j,a,-1 . ..a~)) 
j=l > 
= rep, 
( ( 
sign(i) fi ~(~i~an~4j)6”(~j~on-1 ...a~) 
j=l >) 
=repy(~((qi,O,O,_l . . . 01)). 0 
Theorem 4.3. For a fixed OFT M with input alphabet C, I$?(Z*)ENL. 
Proof. Consider the following modification of the algorithm given at the beginning of 
this section which decides whether or not YEA%( 
input y; 
U’Y := SY; 
while true do 
begin 
if UT = jy)eq then accept; 
guess OEC; 
$Y:=A”*Y GY 
end 
The matrices A” and sy can be kept in finite control, and the space required by iiy is 
O(log 1 y I), since its entries are representations of strings with respect to y; therefore, 
this algorithm can be implemented by a nondeterministic logspace-bounded Turing 
machine. To show correctness, let cl, . . . , o, be a sequence of guesses of the algorithm 
andx=o,...a,. By Lemma 4.2, the value of I_$ at the beginning of the while-loop after 
guessing x will be 
u’; =(Ab”*y . . . *YA”l&‘~Y)r 
= rep,(&, , on . . . o1 1) 
= rep,(JG(x)). 
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By this observation and Lemma 4.1 (l), we have 
u:=lyleq 0 rep,(G(x))=lyleq 
0 n;i(x)=y, 
so the algorithm accepts y if and only if G(x)= y for some XEC*. 0 
Corollary 4.4. range(OFT) c NL. 
Other properties of range(OFT) that we have shown, but not included here, are (i) 
for every regular language R and OFT M, both R and h?(R) are in range(OFT), 
(ii) range(OFT) contains non-context-free languages, and (iii) range(OFT) is effec- 
tively closed under union, concatenation, and Kleene closure; see [7]. We have also 
investigated the complexity of many decision problems dealing with range(OFT). For 
example, we prove that the range inequivalence problem for OFTs is undecidable, and 
conclude that range(OFT) is not effectively closed under complement and is, there- 
fore, properly included in NL; see [S]. We present other examples of problems about 
range(OFT) which are NL-complete, NP-complete, PSPACE-complete, and 
RE-complete; see [7]. 
5. A hierarchy in NL 
We have shown that the range of an arbitrary OFT is in NL; therefore, the classes of 
ranges of maxj- and minj-OFTs are trivially included in NL for j> 1. These classes 
also form a hierarchy, since a maxj- (minj)-OFT is trivially a maxj+ 1- (minj, 1 -)OFT. 
We consider first a relevant closure property ~ intersection with regular languages. 
Given an OFT M with input alphabet C and a regular language R, is 
It?(Z*)nRErange(OFT)? We conjecture that kf(C*)nR is not necessarily in 
range(OFT); however, it is in NL, since h?(C*)eNL. We enrich the hierarchy within 
NL by closing the alternation-bounded range classes under intersection with regular 
languages, giving the following classes, for j> 1: 
maxyFT= {h?(C*)nRI M is a maxi-OFT A REREG), 
minpFT= {h;j(C*)nRI M is a minj-OFT A REREG), 
OFTH = IJ maxpFT 
jai 
Theorem 5.1. (1) REG c maxyFT A REG c minyFT. 
(2) maxpFTuminpFT C maxjqFTnminjqFT for j 3 1. 
(3) OFTH s NL. 
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Proof. (1) Let R be a regular language and construct an OFT M such that 
G(C*)= R. M can be either a max,- or min,-OFT (depending on whether Qmilx is 
chosen to be Q or 4 in that construction), so REmaxyFTn minyFT. We have a nonregu- 
lar (in fact, non-context-free) language in maxyFT, and a non-context-free language in 
minyFT can be similarly obtained; see [7]. 
(2) It is trivial that maxjOFTsrnax,O,FT and min~~minjO+F:, so we prove 
maxoFT c rninyT:FT and miny J - ~rnaxjqFT by simulation. Let M be a maxj-OFT with 
input alphabet C’ and construct a minj+ 1 -OFT M with input alphabet C = { #}uC’ 
such that 6(C*)=6’(Z’*). Add a new minimizing start state q1 to M’ such that 
&Ii, #)={@I;,&)}. M is a minj+i- OFT, since M’ is a maxj-OFT. If we restrict the 
domain of M to the regular language R = #Cl*, then G(C*) = A?(C’*). The inclusion 
minpFT G maxjO,FT is proved similarly. 
(3) Let LEOFTH. L=h;j(C*)nR for some maxj- or minj-OFT M and regular 
language R, ~(C*)ENL by Theorem 4.3, and NL is closed under intersection with 
regular languages. 0 
The inclusions of Theorem 5.1 are depicted in Fig. 1. 
After a technical lemma whose proof is omitted (but given in [7]), we present 
canonical languages in maxpFT and miny. For j> 1, we define maxminj, min- 
maxj: Jfj+l+ JV by 
maxmin j ( lo , . . . ,Ij)=max(l,,min(ll,max . . . (lj_1,Ij) . ..)). 
minmax j ( I0 , . . . ,lj)=min(lO,max(ll,min ... (lj-1,Ij) . ..)). 
Note that maxmin,(l,,Z,)=max(lO,ll) and minmaxl(I,,,ll)=min(lO,I1). 
minom 
I3 
minom 
I2 
min°FT 
1 
proper/ REG -proper 
Fig. 1. A hierarchy in NL. 
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Lemma 5.2. For j2 1, there is a maxj- and minj-OFT M such that 
fi(#O1o#O1l . . . #O’j)=a j+l+~Ii+maxminj(minmar,)(l~,...,Ij) 
and there is u minj-(maxj-)OFT M such that 
G(#O’o#O’~ . . . #O’j)=a j+ 1 +xli-maxminj(minmax j)(lo,...,Ij) 
Theorem 5.3. For j> 1, 
L1={Ok#O%.. # O’jl k>maxminj(lo, . . . , lj)}~max~nmin~FT, 
L, = {Ok # 0” . . . # 0” 1 k = maxminj ( lo, . . , , lj)} EmaxjO,FTnminjO,FT. 
Proof. Let x1 =Ok, x2= #O’O . . . #O’j. 
(L1 EmaxpFT) W e construct a maxj-OFT M with input alphabet C = (0, #} and 
output alphabet d={a,O, #} (a<Oc #) such that G(Z*)n{O, #}*=L1. Let M’ be 
the maxj-OFT of Lemma 5.2, satisfying h-i’(x2) = ,j+ 1 ‘1 ‘i+maxmin~(lo-. ,‘j) Construct 
M from M’ so that 
ZZ 
i 
x1x2 if lxlx21 31G’(x2)l, 
A?(xJ otherwise 
= 
i 
x1x2 if k+j+ 1 +CIi>j+ 1 +CIi+maxminj(le, . ’ . 3 lj)s 
a string of a’s otherwise 
{ 
x1x2 if k3maxminj(10, . . ..lj). = 
a string of u’s otherwise. 
(LI~minoFT) We construct a minj-OFT M with input alphabet C= (0, #> and 
output alphabet A = (0, #, b} (0~ # <b) such that I@(C*)n(O, # >* = L1. Let M’ be 
the minj-OFT of Lemma 5.2, satisfying A?‘(x,) = bj+ 1 +I lirmaxminj(b~~ -Ij). Construct 
M from M’ so that 
i 
x1x2 if lxlx21 d IbzkG’(x2)I, 
= bzkA?(x2) otherwise 
i 
x1x2 if k+j+l+Clid2k+j+l+Cli-maxminj(lo,...,lj), = 
a string of b’s otherwise 
( 
x1x2 if k > maxminj (lo, ’ . . 3 lj), = 
a string of b’s otherwise. 
(L,Emax3 We construct a maxj+ I -OFT M with input alphabet Z = (0, # > and 
output alphabet A = {a,O, #} (U-CO-C f) such that $(Z*)n{O, #}* = L2. Let M’ be 
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the maxj-OFT of Lemma 5.2, satisfying A?(xz) = aj+ ’ +x l,+maxminl(‘o,...,f~), and let M” 
be the minj-OFT of Lemma 5.2, satisfying A?(x,) = ,j+ 1 +x ‘i-maxminj(fo, ... 3 ‘J). Con- 
struct A4 from M’ and M” so that 
=i 
x1x2 if (I~l~21~I~~(~2)I)~(I~l~21~I~2k~-jrr(X2)l), 
a string of a’s otherwise 
: 
x1x2 if (k+j+ 1 +Cli>j+ 1 +Cli+ 
maxminj(lO, . . . . lj)) A(k+j+ l+Cli>2k+j+ 1 
= 
+x/i-ITlaXminj(l,, . . . ,lj)), 
a string of a’s otherwise 
X1X2 if k>maxminj(lO, ...) lj) A k<maxminj(l,, . . . . lj), z 
a string of a’s otherwise 
x1x2 if k = maxmin j (I,, , . . ’ 3 lj)> 
= 
a string of a’s otherwise. 
(L2EminjqtF:) We construct a minj+ 1 -OFT M with input alphabet C = {0, #} and 
output alphabet A = (0, #,b} (0~ # <b) such that &?(Z*)n{O, #}* = L2. Let M’ be 
the maxi-OFT of Lemma 5.2, satisfying A?(x2)= bj+ l’~‘~‘maxminj(‘o~..~~fj), and let M” 
be the mini-OFT of Lemma 5.2, satisfying @‘(x2)= bj’ ’ +x ‘i-maxminj(h* ... 3 ‘J). Con- 
struct M from M’ and M” so that 
x1x2 if (1x1x21 < l~~(x2)I)~(Ix1x21 d Ib2k~r’(x2)lL = 
i a string of b’s otherwise 
X1X2 if (k+j+l+CIidj+l 
+ 1 li + maxmin j ( lo, . . ..lj))A(k+j+l+Cli 
= 
1 
<2k+j+ l+Cli-maxminj(10, . . . ,lj)), 
a string as b’s otherwise 
x1x2 if k<maxminj(le, . . . . Ij)A kamaxminj(le, . . . ,I,), = 
i a string of b’s otherwise 
{ 
x1x2 if k=maxminj(lO, . . ..I.), = 
a string of b’s otherwise. 0 
There are several open questions in conjunction with the hierarchy that we have 
presented. Which inclusions shown in Fig. 1 are proper? What interesting natural 
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problems are in the hierarchy? Can some kind of pumping lemma be used to 
distinguish the levels? The canonical languages we give are candidates which might lie 
properly between the levels of the hierarchy, but we are unable to distinguish (and 
have no candidates which might separate) maxpFT and minpFT for any j3 1. The 
hierarchy and the open questions surrounding it remain for future work, and we hope 
to resolve some of these issues. 
6. Summary and open questions 
We summarize some of the results contained heretofore, and ask open questions 
about improvements and extensions of our results. 
In Section 3, we provided an algorithm which computes G(X) for a fixed OFT 
M using time polynomial in 1x1 and space linear in 1x1. Can the optimal output 
function 6 be computed by a logspace transducer? Can OFTs be used to provide 
efficient reductions - via the optimal output function - between decision problems? In 
particular, OFTs which are not bounded by a few alternations of maximization and 
minimization might be used to closely relate problems which are not otherwise 
obviously related. We confess to not understanding the full power of alternation, 
despite providing a polynomial-time bound on computing an arbitrary optimal 
output function. 
In Section 4, we showed that the range G(C*) of an OFT M is in NL. How tight is 
this upper bound? Is range(OFT) G DSPACE(log n)? Are there NL-complete 
languages in range(OFT)? What subclasses of NL containing the regular languages 
are contained in range(OFT)? For example, are the linear context-free languages or, 
perhaps more likely, the real-time one-counter languages contained in range(OFT)? 
In Section 5, we presented a hierarchy in NL whose classes are based on the ranges 
of alternation-bounded OFTs. Are the levels of the hierarchy proper? In light of the 
fact that we failed to produce a language which potentially distinguishes maxpFT and 
minoFT, we ask whether or not they are distinct for any j 3 1. If the ranges of max j- and J 
minj-OFTs do not differ, are the optimal output functions distinct? In particular, can 
an OFT having only maximizing states be simulated by one having only minimizing 
states? A tool is needed which would allow one to show that a language is not in 
maxpFT or minyFT, perhaps a pumping lemma parametrized by the number of 
alternations. We conjecture that such a pumping lemma can be obtained for OFTs 
having only one alternation. 
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